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armies and their communications were only safe within the range
of their own fire.
Worst of all, the Grand Army was now cut in two; hundreds of
miles separated the Spanish from the German sections; never-
theless, the Emperor's plan of a new and united Europe would
have finally succeeded save for his capital error in 1812.
With the Grand Army thus cut into two widely separated
sections, and with that half of it which was in Spain subject to
continual attrition and decline in moral value, the moment was
opportune for a renewed attempt at victory against the Revolu-
tion and its captain. Once more did Austria accept subsidies
from England, and with the spring of the year 200,000 men were
advancing westward against Bavaria, an ally of the French, and
against the French garrisons in Western Germany, ultimately
in the hope of destroying the Revolutionary armies, if initial
victories should swell the forces of the new coalition.
Aspern, Talavera, and Wagram. Napoleon's generals
facing Austria in his absence blundered. Napoleon arrived on
the scene, and was able to advance on Vienna and occupy it,
but the main Austrian army lay intact just to the north of the
town, beyond the river Danube. He attacked it on May 21
and 22,1809, and suffered for the first time hi his career a check
which may properly be called a defeat, in the action generally
known as the battle of Aspern. He had to retire beyond tie
Danube: and there ran through the anti-Revolutionary centres
of Europe, for the first time in fifteen years, a feeling that the
tide had turned.
But it had not. His Marshals counselled falling back on
France, but the Emperor preferred to stake everything on a
further chance of victory. All that summer his forces stood firm
round Vienna, watched by the intact Austrian army beyond the
Danube. He summoned reinforcements from every side.
Meanwhile the command of the English army in Lisbon had
been taken over by Wellesley, much in the same moment as that
in which Austria had first moved against France, in April 1809.
Wellesley quite underestimated the task he had undertaken
(he complained of bad information). He marched on Madrid
with his 20,000 from these islands and more than double that
number of Spanish allies, of whose quality he complained. They
were many of them but partially trained, but contemporaries
were of opinion that a man of more subtle or more sympathetic
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